
HANDOUT 13:
HOW TEACHERS CAN HELP ME

By: _________________________________________________________________________________

In the Classroom:
	Tell me about what we will be doing that day/class

	Help me make sure I have everything I need for the day

	Give me extra time to start on my work 

	Give me only one or two directions at a time

	Remind me about expectations and rules

	Remind me to raise my hand if I am talking out

	Help me find the best seat (front/back of classroom, near you, away from peers)

	Make sure I am away from distractions

	Help me to participate so that I can concentrate and stay focused

	Repeat directions to the class

	Make eye contact with me to make sure I am listening

	Give me a signal (tap my desk, walk by me) if I am starting to become distracted

	Give me a signal if I am being too loud or am distracting others

	Let me know when I am doing a good job

	Remind me that I do not need to do things perfectly

	If I look like I am getting frustrated, talk to me or allow me to take a break

	Let me talk to the counselor if I need to

	Give me a job to do if I look like I am distracted or need to move around

	Let me give you a signal if I need to move around, or if I need a break

	Try not to single me out if I am having trouble

	Give me notes on what we will be talking about so it is easier to follow along

	Tell me how long I will be listening/sitting (show me on the clock)

	Let me work away from my peers and distractions

	Help keep the class quiet so I am not distracted

	Give me something I am allowed to hold to keep my hands busy

	If I need to work in a group, assign peers that will be helpful and patient

	Tell me how much time is left in each class

	Give me warnings about when we will be finishing up



When I Take a Test:
	Tell me what kind of test it will be ahead of time (multiple choice, true/false)

	Help me make a study guide

	Find me a place to work without distractions (away from peers, in a different room)

	Give me extra time to complete the test

	Give me reminders about how much time is left

	Give me tests in formats that are easier for me to follow along

	Look over my test with me to make sure I have not forgotten to answer questions

	Make sure I understand the directions or have me repeat them to you 

	Allow me to take breaks during the test

In the Hallways:
	Remind me of expectations/rules before we leave the classroom

	Because I like to touch things, give me something to hold in my hands when we change class-
es 

	Ask me to walk near the front of the line so I can be closer to you

	Let me know where we are going

	If I need to wait in line, remind me to be patient and let me know how long we will wait

Help Me Remember:
	Have a To-Do list or Reminders on the board

	Check my homework planner to make sure I have everything written down

	Check my book bag to make sure I have all the books and papers I need

	Ask me to repeat directions back to you to make sure I understand

	Remind me to write things down

	Break things into small steps 

	Assign me a homework buddy that I can call if I have a question

	Help me to keep a homework folder for each class

	Remind me what I will need to bring for the next day

	If there will be a change in the next day’s schedule, tell me ahead of time

	Give me extra time to prepare to leave for the day

	Ask me if I have any questions


